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Abstract
Contemporary 300mm semiconductor manufacturing systems have highly automated and digitalized cyber-physical integration. They suffer from the profound problems of integrating large, centralized legacy systems with small islands of automation. With the recent advances in disruptive technologies, semiconductor manufacturing has faced dramatic pressures to reengineer its automation and computer integrated systems. This paper proposes a Distributed-Ledger, Edge-Computing Architecture (DLECA) for automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing. Based on distributed ledger and edge computing technologies, DLECA establishes a decentralized software framework where manufacturing data are stored in distributed ledgers and processed locally by executing smart contracts at the edge nodes. We adopt an important topic of automation and computer integration for semiconductor research development (RD) operations as the study vehicle to illustrate the operational structure and functionality, applications, and feasibility of the proposed DLECA software framework.
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1 Introduction
Applications and technologies in semiconductors continue to advance, semiconductor manufacturing must aggressively evolve to fulfill the changing technical and business requirements in the semiconductor industry. Contemporary 300mm semiconductor manufacturing systems have highly automated and digitalized cyber-physical integration. They are an ideal example in realizing Industrie 4.0, Smart Manufacturing, or Digital Enterprise [1][2][3], all the widely used terms describing the Factory of the Future, the convergence of disruptive and innovative technologies of information, operations, and data. While the industry is experiencing its fourth revolution, semiconductor manufacturing systems get prepared in moving forward to their paradigm shift toward the future semiconductor factory (a.k.a. a wafer fab, or commonly called a fab).

Semiconductor manufacturing deals with the production of integrated circuits (IC) products. Based on semiconductor process technologies, semiconductor manufacturing goes over a sequence of processing stages through circuit design, wafer fabrication, assembly/packaging, and final testing. Semiconductor manufacturing aims to meet all the specified requirements on product functionality, quality, cost, reliability and durability, and regulations on the environment, safety, and health (ESH). Semiconductor manufacturing is a both technology-intensive and capital-intensive business. The fabrication of semiconductor products costs a lot of money. Building a new 300mm production fab now could cost several billion dollars. The investment skyrocket even upwards to twenty billion dollars for the most advanced process node of 3nm semiconductor technology.

Semiconductor manufacturers use semiconductor wafers for the fabrication of IC devices. A wafer serves as
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The substrate for semiconductor devices to build in and upon. It goes through hundreds of processing steps, including processes of oxidation, doping, implantation, etching, deposition, and photolithographic patterning. The entire manufacturing process involves several hundreds of sophisticated equipment (or tools) for processing and metrology of semiconductor wafers [4,5]. Semiconductor wafer fabrication consists of the production of the discrete, batch, and continuous flow processes. Due to the considerations on ergonomics, safety and fab efficiency, 300mm semiconductor manufacturing regards the Automated Material Handling System (AMHS) as a must [6][7][8].

Effective manufacturing of semiconductor products demands a high level of automation and computer integration in allocation, coordination, and collaboration among system dynamics as well as flows of data, information, command, control, communication, and materials. Automation in semiconductor manufacturing uses a hierarchical control architecture design [9]. In the lower level of the hierarchy, there are embedded controllers that provide real-time control and analysis of fabrication equipment. Each equipment utilizes sensors for in situ monitoring and characterization. In the higher level, more complex, context-dependent combination of the operations in process and metrology equipment as well as the movement of materials are handled, sequenced, and executed. International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2.0 [10] defines ten functionality areas for fab integration in semiconductor manufacturing.
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Reactive with Predictive (ARP), Big Data (BD), Control Systems Architectures (CSA), Environmental Safety and Health (ESH), and Yield Enhancement (YE). Among these ten functionality areas, FO is the major driver of requirements and actions for required semiconductor fab services. FICS is the facilitator of the integration in semiconductor manufacturing. It covers computer hardware and software, manufacturing execution and decision support systems, fab scheduling, automation of equipment and material handling systems, and process control.

In semiconductor manufacturing practices, FICS is carried out by fab CIM (Computer-Integrated Manufacturing) systems.

Semiconductor equipment automation deals with the control and sequencing of job track in/out, process start/stop in equipment, collection of measurement data, change of processing variables, and selection/validation of processing recipes. Both SECS and GEM are communication interface protocols used for communication between a semiconductor manufacturing equipment and a fab host computer. The SECS/GEM standards define messages, state machines, and scenarios to enable fab automation software (or Equipment Automation Program, EAP) to control and monitor the manufacturing equipment. EAP automates equipment operations of recipe upload/download, collection of state variables and metrology data, and handling of events and alarms. EAP can also act as the interface between equipment and various fab CIM systems and functions, such as MES (Manufacturing Execution System), RMS (Recipe Management System), SPC (Statistical Process Control), APC (Advanced Process Control), and so on. However, the integration of EAP to fab CIM systems and functions depends on fab operations requirements and limitations on message response times and communication bandwidth. The essence of EAP is a communication gateway coded with the state machine mechanism of operations logic. Basic computing power without local storage is sufficient to execute an EAP. Also, modern Equipment Engineering Systems (EES) require immense quantities of equipment and process data. The collection of specific data from equipment complies with the SEMI Equipment Data Acquisition (EDA, also known as Interface A) standards.

For the past two decades, most 300mm fabs have adopted the SEMATECH CIM Framework ??12,13 to promote computer integration on their planning and operations management through object-oriented technologies. The SEMATECH CIM Framework is a software infrastructure with components that provide functionality common across various applications, which are thus integrated by the CIM Framework. The core of the SEMATECH CIM Framework offers a family of abstractions and services to support fab operations and decision making. Applications that utilize these abstractions and services are deployed and executed on a distributed objective-oriented computer platform. The SEMATECH CIM framework addresses the needs to improve the problems of integrating large, monolithic, centralized legacy systems with small islands of automation in semiconductor manufacturing environments.

With the promotion to the Factory of the Future in full swing, semiconductor manufacturing has faced dramatic pressures to reengineer its automation and computer-integrated systems. The use of scalable, distributed architecture to decentralize management and control of manufacturing systems has shown promising as an alternative to classical hierarchical control architectures. As the deployment of distributed computing resources in manufacturing systems increases, many efforts on the design of scalable and distributed manufacturing (SDM) systems [14] have proposed to provide more flexibility, traceability, agility, utilization of manufacturing resources, and timely and dynamic control to production. However, building a sound SDM system still faces fierce challenges. They include (i) the increased system complexity and maintenance efforts, (ii) the difficulty in system synchronization, data consistency and system deployment, (iii) the additional computation and exchange of information, and (iv) the difficulty in security protection and identity verification.
 Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) [15], also better known as blockchain technology (a specific type of DLT) [16], is a disruptive enabling technology that has attracted massive attention and given rise to multiple projects in various industries these years [17,18]. Instead of keeping data centralized in a traditional ledger, DLT stores, shares, and synchronizes transactions in digital ledgers distributed on independent nodes of a network, i.e., a network of distributed ledgers. Especially, each distributed ledger is allowed only to store and organize its data in an append-only mechanism. DLT has features of immutability, transparency, and trustworthiness. It enables transparent, secure, trustworthy, and swift public or private solutions. As a technology establishing a distributed, high-trust data management system, DLT has the potentials for both storing data and increasing the effectiveness of managing the stored data.

DLT classifies and uses three groups of data. They are processing logs, states, and executable code of smart contracts [19]. DLT enables the transitions of state to take place locally and follow the state machine of smart contracts, once some specific criteria met. The decentralized characteristics of DLT enable services or applications (executed via smart contracts) to store and process data close to the place which creates the data. Edge Computing (EC) [20] brings computation and data storage at the edge nodes of a network. Such decentralization of data and their processing at the edge of the network has many advantages of time and cost. Instead of time-consuming operations of forwarding data to the centralized hosts and then processing data in the hosts, EC provides its services and applications closer to end-users with fast processing and quick response time, and with fewer costs required. As processing takes place locally, data are much safer and more private in the EC paradigm. This paper deals with the design and applications of distributed ledgers and edge computing for automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing. Instead of centralized services provisioning and functions in traditional semiconductor manufacturing systems, we develop a distributed-ledger, edge-computing architecture (DLECA). DLECA utilizes distributed ledger and edge computing technologies to establish a distributed software framework. DLECA stores data in distributed ledgers using a distributed, append-only, time stamped data structure. Data in a distributed ledger are composed of not only its processing requirements and logs; but also complex state variables with smart contracts. State variables are updated dynamically using edge computing of smart contracts once specific criteria met. Such decentralization of data and their processing increases the overall effectiveness and efficiency of planning and operations management in semiconductor manufacturing. We choose the important topic in pioneering semiconductor manufacturing for automation and computer integration of semiconductor research & development (R&D) operations as the study vehicle to illustrate the operational structure and functionality, applications, and feasibility of the proposed DLECA software framework.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing first, followed by a review on the technologies of distributed ledgers and edge computing and how these technologies can disrupt automation and computer integration for manufacturing systems. Section 3 describes automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing. Section 4 presents the design of DLECA-based cell controllers as a basis for a distributed-ledger, edge-computing framework for automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing detailed in Section 5. Section 6 describes and analyzes the case study of applying the developed DLECA framework for the management of computer-integrated semiconductor R&D operations and their automation. Section 7 concludes this paper.

3 II. Literature Review

Automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing requires seamless communications, coordination, management, and orchestration among materials, equipment, and automated operations within a semiconductor fab. The Microelectronics Manufacturing Science and Technology (MMST) program [21] first designed the well-known Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) System Framework to meet manufacturing demands on fully integrated dynamic systems. The MMST CIM framework combines the concepts of lean, flexible, and agile manufacturing to define high-quality manufacturing standards. It provides a disruptive approach to semiconductor manufacturing strongly relied on intelligent and flexible systems. Following the MMST CIM System Framework, SEMATECH proposed the CIM Framework Specification [22], an abstract model for semiconductor manufacturing systems. The SEMATECH CIM framework defines a component-based architecture for the next generation of agile MES and focuses on the integration of fab MES applications. As computing technologies continue to move forward, the coverage of fab MES functionalities has changed significantly. Various hierarchical structures have been developed for vertical integration of fab automation systems into MES to allow for a seamless flow of control and information. In the last decades, both the academic and industrial communities have devoted to the development of advanced CIM architectures that adopt object-oriented and open approaches to integrate several CIM systems from multiple suppliers [23][24][25]. Lee [26] reviews automation requirements and technologies for semiconductor manufacturing, including fab integration architectures and fab operations with automated material-handling systems (AMHS), communications and networking, fab control application integration, and fab control and management. Liao [9] deals with the automation and integration problems in semiconductor manufacturing and proposes an intelligent AMHS management framework to optimize the
integration of fab operations with AMHS. To our best knowledge, neither papers nor research results have been published so far on the design and applications of distributed ledger and edge computing technologies for automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing.

In a manufacturing system, the functionality of MES supports most of its manufacturing processes, from production order release to delivery of finished goods [27]. The increasing use of sensors and highspeed networks has resulted in the continuous generation of big data. It also triggers models in decentralized and distributed manufacturing systems, including the development of scalable distributed manufacturing (SDM) systems [28]. More and more designs of intelligent, distributed, and collaborative control systems have been proposed and put into practice in semiconductor manufacturing. Holonic and multi-agent control systems [29] have features of intelligence, autonomy, coordination, reconfigurability, and extensibility. Along with the tides in industrial digitalization, both academic and industrial research groups have made a lot of efforts in digital manufacturing [30,31], which utilize a highly promising set of technologies to reduce the time and cost of product development and to provide mass customization of products in high quality and prompt delivery. Bratukhin and Sauter [32] investigate if and how distribution of existing centralized MES functions is possible and reasonable at the expense of increasing coordination and communication among the entities involved. This paper proposes a Distributed-Ledger, Edge-Computing Architecture (DLECA), where MES functionalities are partially distributed to the edge nodes to make decision-making processes more flexible.

Released in 2005, the IEC 61499 Standard [33,34] provides a generic model for distributed industrial control and automation systems where programmable logic controllers (PLC), intelligent devices and sensors are integrated. The IEC 61499 architecture adopts an event-driven execution mechanism that allows an explicit specification of the execution order of function blocks, the fundamental model of the IEC 61499 Standard. Each function block comprises an Execution Control Charts (ECC), which is a state machine and able to trigger the execution of algorithms as defined in the compliant standards. The network of interconnected function blocks form and define the applications. The IEC 61499 Standard is application-centric. In a system, applications are created for the whole system and then distributed to the available devices accordingly. Therefore, the applications are distributed but maintained together. Interested readers can refer to the up-to-date surveys on the automation technologies and architectures of manufacturing control systems in [35,36].

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) relies on a distributed, decentralized, peer-to-peer network that utilizes cryptographic hashes and consensus mechanisms [37]. In a distributed ledger network, a digital ledger is replicated and shared across multiple peer-to-peer participants. Data stored in a distributed ledger are verifiable and unable to change. Blockchain [38] is a data structure that creates a distributed digital ledger. As a subset of DLT, blockchain technology is the underlying technology of Bitcoin [39] and many digital cryptocurrencies. A distributed ledger is programmable with scripting. A smart contract [40], as a scripting code in DLT, is a program of business logic (or a state machine with a set of state-response rules) that autonomously executes based on the defined rules. The potentials and challenges of using blockchain and smart contracts in developing applications for Industry 4.0 are studied and surveyed in [41]. The research of [42] surveys blockchain technology on its working principles and elements in distributed control and cooperative robotics, which highly demands secure and distributed mechanisms.

Based on a hierarchical control structure, Stanciu [43] presents a blockchain-based, distributed control system for edge computing. A three-tier model for edge computing is adopted where devices are at the bottom, a mesh of edge nodes in the middle, and cloud services on the top of the control hierarchy. There are blockchains deployed on the top level, where smart contracts in a blockchain provided as a cloud service make the strategic decisions. The research of [44] proposes a reference architecture for industrial automation. The architecture combines edge computing and blockchain technologies for flexible, scalable, and reliable configuration and orchestration of automation workflows and distributed data analytics. Based on edge computing and blockchain technologies, Isaja and Soldatos [45] introduce the Reference Architecture (RA) and platform design of the H2020 EC co-funded FAR-EDGE project for developing industrial automation systems. The proposed RA provides functionalities in three complementary domains. They are domains of ( )
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Volume XX Issue III Version I Year automation, virtualization of production systems, and data analytics. The RA is composed of four tiers, including Field Tier, Edge Tier, Ledger Tier, and Cloud Tier, from the bottom to the top for describing the structure of a system. This paper adopts a three-layer, hierarchical control model for automation and computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing, detailed in the following sections.

6 III.

7 Automation and Computer Integration in Semiconductor Manufacturing

Semiconductor manufacturing systems are large-scale complex systems. Industrial automation and control in large-scale complex manufacturing systems usually bases on distributed hardware with the hierarchical design of automation and control functions. Due to the complexity of fab operations, current practice in
semiconductor manufacturing automation systems adopts the classical hierarchical control model in implementing their automation and control functions. The model decomposes a large-scale complex system hierarchically into multiple levels of control subsystems. Control subsystems are linked together using hierarchically integrated control mechanisms where the flow of control is strictly vertical and between adjacent levels with data shared across one or more levels of the hierarchy.

The implementation of existing semiconductor manufacturing automation usually involves the integration of three levels of functions [9]. They are Fab Automation at the top, Cell Automation in the middle, and Tool Automation at the bottom. In the top level, Fab Automation covers system integration, manufacturing execution, scheduling and dispatching, activity management, and preventive maintenance. In the middle level, Cell Automation bridges the information exchange in both directions, manages material movement and control, tool connectivity, and equipment communication and control. Also, Cell Automation executes manufacturing processes and technologies like automatic data collection (ADC), overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), and so on. As the foundation level in the automation hierarchy, Tool Automation automates the processing of equipment to minimize or eliminate misoperations caused by human operator errors. Tool Automation also consists of automation of materials handling and metrology tools, wafer sorters, reticle inspection tools, reticle stockers, wafer stockers, and Automated Materials Handling Systems (AMHS). Figure 2 depicts the hierarchical automation in semiconductor manufacturing.

8 Figure 1: Hierarchical Automation in Semiconductor Manufacturing

Semiconductor manufacturing heavily relies on a broad array of computer systems to satisfy customers’ requirements. Computer integration in semiconductor manufacturing involves the integration and coordination among diverse computer systems, applications, and a huge amount of data generated during the production of semiconductor products. The SEMATECH CIM Framework [22] provides a reference architecture that integrates and exploits the capabilities of the hardware, software, and production process concepts to enhance overall business performance in semiconductor manufacturing.

Computer integration for Fab Automation includes typical fab MES applications, including factory services, factory management, specification management, yield enhancement, material management, tool management, reporting, and scheduling. These applications are essential elements for vertical integration between the fab shop floor systems and the enterprise systems like ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), SCM (Supply Chain Management), PDM (Product Development Management), and so on. In modern fabs, applications of Recipe Management System (RMS), Statistical Process Control (SPC), Predictive Maintenance (PdM), Advanced Process Control (APC), Real-Time Dispatching (RTD), and Fault Detection and Classification (FDC) are usually used for Fab Automation. To facilitate the integration of these applications, customized data models are needed to maintain and automate their Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) capabilities. In practice, the deployment of Fab Automation systems and applications uses centralized computing power on mainframes or computer servers with large, centralized databases such as relational database management systems (RDMS).

Equipment Automation Program (EAP) plays a dominant role in computer integration for Tool Automation. EAP connects the real world (equipment) to the digital world and allows a host computer system to control and automate the processing. An EAP streamlines the business logic (or code) that interacts with the host system and the equipment to control and automate its processing. Each EAP executes based on a SECS driver that provides control and communication interfaces to the controlled equipment and the host system by SECS-defined timed sequences. A typical code of an EAP implements the automated human operations and acknowledgments such as Lot Move-In/Out Request, Lot Move-In/Out Complete, and Lot Track-In/Out; automated step control, and recipe selection and verification such as Recipe Body Upload/Download/Check. An EAP also deals with automated data collection of engineering and equipment statuses and the integration of automated load ports. In an EAP, its business logic includes automated exception handling of equipment alarm notification, logging, and reporting. The deployment of an EAP can use lightweight computing power on a distributed personal computer (PC) in a bus network topology; or on an instance of virtual machine (VM) for deploying and serving as virtual computers.

Operations in semiconductor manufacturing generally take place in a distributed way. Most semiconductor fab operations and decisions are made locally at the physically separated place. Considering the equipment functionality and efficiency in semiconductor manufacturing, the common fab configuration consists of tens of manufacturing cells. Within each manufacturing cell, computer systems are used for planning, controlling, and executing the production activities in the cell. Such manufacturing cells are autonomous, i.e., with the power to self-government. Each manufacturing cell is capable of managing the fabrication of wafers within the cell. The management of fab operations in a manufacturing cell includes dispatching jobs to all workstations in the cell, monitoring the equipment states, and feeding back to its upper-level supervisor systems. Cell Automation provides functionality and applications of tool dispatching, cell scheduling, tool allocation, overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), recipe management, real-time SPC, anomaly detection and classification (ADC), and tool control. Cell Automation may also act as the fab materials management controller and provides functionality and applications of AMHS management, reticle management, OHT (Overhead Hoist Transport) dispatching, and
material control. Cell Automation uses small, rugged computers, called cell controllers. A cell controller provides coordination among individual process and metrology tools and their integration with Automated Materials Handling Systems (AMHS) within a cell.

Figure 2 illustrates the applications and functionality in the three hierarchical levels of Fab Automation, Cell Automation, and Tool Automation, which automates and controls the semiconductor manufacturing resources of a fab. The CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) Standard [22] is adopted to facilitate the integration and communications among the diverse systems and applications in both Fab Automation and Cell Automation. Except for some legacy equipment models using serial communications (via RS-232 and SECS I for Tool Automation) only, all levels of fab automation and computer integration can now implement on an Ethernet network (via HSMS in Tool Automation). Figure 3 demonstrates a typical network topology used in a semiconductor fab.

In semiconductor manufacturing, cell controllers enable decentralized and distributed decision making at the edge of the fab network backbone. Manufacturing activities that take place in heterogeneous systems or equipment can be coordinated and controlled by distributed and federated cell controllers to cope with the fast-changing, flexible semiconductor manufacturing environment. The design of distributed cell controllers requires truly distributed workflows and automation logic. This research develops the services and interfaces that implement decentralized, local business logic as smart contracts on top of a distributed ledger for cell controller design. A distributed ledger is a transactional ledger that stores and maintains shared states and data, which are frequently read but infrequently written concurrently by smart contracts. All the smart contracts developed for cell controllers are scenario-specific and able to execute fast and simple logic with associated states and data within the cell scope. Next Section details the structural and functional design of a distributed-ledger, edge-computing architecture. The proposed architecture defines a runtime environment for workflows of edge automation of cell controllers in semiconductor manufacturing.

9 a) Distributed Ledgers

In this foundational tier, distributed ledgers and their associated services provide the data model, storage mechanism, and their basic CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations for cell controllers. A distributed ledger is a shared digital ledger of persistent storage that exists across several locations and among multiple stakeholders of the distributed ledger. Transactions or data updates are only ever stored in the distributed ledger when the stakeholders have reached a consensus. In distributed ledgers, all files are time stamped and given a unique cryptographic signature so that all the data stored are verifiable, auditable, and historically traceable. Different from blockchain as a sequence of blocks of data, distributed ledgers are not required to link into a chain. There are several ways of organizing distributed ledgers. In this paper, we adopt the directed acyclic graph (DAG) data structure in organizing the distributed ledgers in cell controllers. In the DAG data model, all flows of transactions and data updates follow the same direction from earlier to later. This paper defines and uses four classes of distributed ledgers for cell controllers. They are distributed ledgers of Product, Process, Resource and Service. The following lists the components and their ingredients in Distributed Ledgers Tier. processes in which an agreement is made on the state of a distributed ledger consensus rules among the stakeholders in the distributed ledger network validator nodes in the distributed ledger network? Crypto Service, including processes where all records are timestamped with a given unique cryptographic signature processes where all information is securely and accurately stored using cryptography management of keys and cryptographic signatures used for access to data? Network Protocol, including a set of rules to ensure the data integrity on the distributed ledger network a set of rules to provide network operations with scalability and low end-to-end latency processes that provide peer-to-peer synchronization among the cell controller and others? Registry Service, including processes that define the registry of ownership of data in a distributed ledger processes that move the registry of ownership of data between distributed ledgers? New Ledger Service, including processes that create a new ledger on the distributed ledger network a set of rules that define the specifications on a new distributed ledger a set of rules that validate the feasibility of smart contracts associated with a new ledger.

10 b) Smart Contracts

In this Smart Contracts tier, ten groups of smart contracts are defined for the provisioning of a combination of fast and simple code snippets (the functions) and data (the states) for processing distributed ledgers at the cell controller. The ten groups of smart contracts are described in the following.

11 ? Execution Management, including

code snippets that execute tool automation workflow of the cell controller code snippets that handle exceptions or unexpected events on the cell controller code snippets that monitor the execution and system status of the cell controller code snippets that implement the execution and system status to other cell/lab/tool controllers? Tracking, including code snippets that provide the communications between the cell controller and its tool controllers code snippets that provide the communications between the cell controller and material controllers code snippets that monitor the execution of automated operations from its tool controllers code snippets that monitor the
execution of automated materials handling from material controllers code snippets that track products/lots/WIP
(Wafer in Process) in the cell code snippets that track quality of products and processes in the cell ? Definition
Management, including code snippets that manage the data object attributes in distributed ledgers code snippets
that manage information of process/product/recipe/data collection in distributed ledgers code snippets that
perform version control of information of process/product/recipe/data collection code snippets that manage
process flow/Qtime/batch operations in the cell ? Detailed Scheduling, including code snippets that schedule
the materials transport and wafer processing operations in the cell code snippets that allocate capacity to wafer
storage and processing in the cell code snippets that generate sequence and timing for tool automation activities
in the cell ? Dispatching, including code snippets that prioritize manufacturing sequences of tool automation
activities in the cell code snippets that dispatch lots to a tool or a FOUPs (Front Opening Unified Pod) to AMHS
code snippets that dispatch tasks to tool and material controllers ? Data Collection, including code snippets that
define process data collection specifications code snippets that define measurement data collection specifications
code snippets that collect process or measurement data reported by tool automation code snippets that evaluate
data based on different specifications of individual tool characteristic code snippets that calculate data collected
by specific pre-/post-measurements operations

Performance Analysis, including code snippets that monitor real-time product and tool status in the cell code
snippets that evaluate yields of products and processes in the cell code snippets that evaluate cycle times of
products and lots in the cell code snippets that evaluate throughputs and OEE in the cell code snippets that
evaluate anomaly, fault, alarm conditions in the cell ? Resource Management, including code snippets that
manage materials handling and processing capacity in the cell code snippets that manage reticles, dummy/control
wafer operations in the cell code snippets that schedule preventive maintenance activities in the cell code snippets
that execute tool predictive maintenance in the cell ? Data Compiling & Parsing, including code snippets that
compile the operations of process and control jobs and send to the tool controller code snippets that compile the
operations of material control job and send to the material controller code snippets that compile recipe info and
recipe body and send to the tool controller code snippets that parse tool and lot status info and send to other
cell and fab controllers code snippets that parse processing results and send to other cell and fab controllers code
snippets that parse data collection results and send to other cell and fab controllers code snippets that parse
exception handling info and send to other cell and fab controllers code snippets that parse e-Diagnosis info and
send to other cell and fab controllers ? Ledger Lifecycle Management, including code snippets that verify the
transactions and signatures of a distributed ledger code snippets that trace the lifecycle history of a distributed
ledger, from its creation to archive

In the Interfaces & Events tier, a series of interfaces provide the access to use of distributed ledgers in the cell
controllers. Application program interfaces (APIs) are provided to access data of smart contracts in distributed
ledgers. Events and their handling services are defined for operations in cell controllers. Services to peer nodes are
provided. The interfaces and event handling services of Interfaces & Events Tier are described in the following.

interface that connect an application program to a distributed ledger interface that consolidate data from multiple
distributed ledgers for application programs interface that access data of smart contracts in distributed ledgers
? Data Service processes that provide data of distributed ledgers to application programs -processes that
provide aggregated data from multiple distributed ledgers for application programs processes that provide data
of smart contracts in distributed ledgers processes that review and apply analytic data assessment of distributed
ledgers ? Service & Process Automation processes that automate the manufacturing services of cell controllers
processes that automate the manufacturing processes of cell controllers processes that manage the automated
smart contracts ? Event Handling Service a set of rules that define the events of cell controllers processes that
classify the events taking place in cell controllers processes that handle the expected and unexpected events ?
Peers Service processes that access its peer-to-peer copies of a distributed ledger processes that ensure peer-to-
peer synchronization in the distributed ledger network processes that manage the peer-to-peer network topology
of distributed ledgers

In the Applications tier, applications are used to manage operations in Cell Automation. The applications
commonly deployed to support cell controller functionality include tool dispatching, cell scheduling, tool
allocation, overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), recipe management, real-time statistical process control (SPC),
anomaly detection and classification (ADC), and tool and material control, listed as the follows.

? Tool Dispatching application programs that determine next lot(s) to be processed by a tool when the tool
becomes idle We propose a design for automation and computer integration in semiconductor R&D operations,
which bases on the developed distributed-ledger, edgecomputer architecture (DLECA). To automate the tedious
semiconductor R&D operations and integrate with computer systems, our design proposes three prominent
systems. They are the systems of R&D Workflow Management, R&D Data Engineering, and R&D Data
Engineering. The R&D Workflow Management system rationalizes, streamlines, and automates semiconductor
repeated, tedious R&D procedures and operations. The R&D Data Engineering system aims to integrate and
automate the processes that extract R&D data from various, different sources, then transform and finally load the
data into the Smart R&D Analytics system that uses AI (artificial intelligence), big data and analytics techniques
to accelerate R&D cycles and R&D learning cycles.

Semiconductor R&D operations generate and use massive amount of heterogeneous data distributed in different
locations and computer systems. Technology data, parameters, and specifications, such as test vehicles, mask
information, process/route/recipe data, and so on, are fundamental to semiconductor R&D operations and
execution of R&D workflows. Metrology tools collect the metrology data at different locations, then extract,
transform, and load into engineering data lakes for further analysis. The semiconductor R&D process uses a
data sheet (also called runcard) to detail the processing parameters. We have developed four semiconductor
R&D-specific applications for semiconductor R&D Cell Automation, including Runcard Automation, Pilot Run
Automation, R&D Recipe Management, and R&D Route Management. To support R&D data collection, Tool
Automation demands the development of R&D-specific EAPs to provide flexibility and scalability of automated
data collection.

Figure 6 shows the design for DLECA-based semiconductor R&D automation and computer integration.

The developed DLECA-based semiconductor R&D automation and computer integration uses two types of
R&D distributed ledgers—R&D Specifications Ledger and Metrology/Engineering Ledger. The R&D specifications
ledgers store the primitive data of test vehicles, reticle information, and process/route/recipe data. The
Metrology/Engineering ledgers store the generated data produced and collected from the process and metrology
tools. We have developed five semiconductor R&D-specific functions for DLECA-based cell controllers.

16 Conclusions

The effectiveness of modern semiconductor manufacturing comes from a high level of automation and computer
integration. This paper adopts the disruptive technologies of distributed ledger and edge computing to
design a Distributed-Ledger, Edge-Computing Architecture (DLECA) for automation and computer integration
in semiconductor manufacturing. DLECA utilizes distributed ledgers to manage the data of processing
specifications, requirements, logs, states, and executable smart contracts. When a specified condition happens,
smart contracts of the distributed ledger trigger their edge computing to update state variables accordingly. The
decentralization and distribution of data and their processing facilitates the overall effectiveness and efficiency
of fab planning and operations management in semiconductor manufacturing. We adopt the important topic in
pioneering semiconductor manufacturing for automation and computer integration of semiconductor research &
development (R&D) operations as our study vehicle to demonstrate the operational structure and functionality,
applications, and feasibility of the proposed DLECA software framework.

The proposed DLECA adopts a hierarchical control architecture stacked by three layers of Tool Automation,
Cell Automation and Fab Automation. In DLECA, all the cell controllers in Cell Automation and some fab
automation servers in Fab Automation form together as the distributed ledger network and perform edge
computing at the edge of the fab backbone. Tool controllers in Tool Automation play a data gateway and control
to one equipment only. Such hierarchical decomposition allows one cell controller to coordinate the automation of
several associated tool controllers and collaborate with its distributed peers at the same time. As the computing
power gets more powerful, in practice, the configuration where a cell controller and its associated tool controllers
reside in a single computer is possible and cost-effective in both capital investment and system management.

Compared with the traditional two-tier fab automation solutions, the three-layer architecture has more benefits
on overall fab effectiveness and efficiency. The distribution and decentralization of fab CIM functionality and
applications make fab automation and computer integration more flexible and more agile. We are implementing
the proposed DLECA-based framework as part of the Manufacturing IT Architecture for Smart Semiconductor
R&D Automation Program in a pioneer 300mm production fab where some of its capacity is allocated for novel
technology research and development. The preliminary goal of the Program has three folds: (1) to achieve 95% of
automated data collection in R&D activities; (2) to automate all the first-level data analysis; and (3) to automate
all the small data analysis with the help of artificial intelligence (AI).

Instead of pushing all the legacy MES functions from Fab Automation to the edge nodes of cell controllers,
DLECA only decomposes and moves the Cell-Automation-related data and applications to edge computing, such
as cell scheduling and dispatching. Note that the distribution of functionalities in Fab Automation is not always
feasible due to their centralized nature. For example, the execution of fab planning in MES or ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) systems is better in a centralized approach. Further research may consider the problems of
determining the optimal or reasonable degree of distribution in decomposing and integrating functionalities
of semiconductor legacy centralized computer and automation systems into the DLECA-based automation and
computer integration framework. Funding: This research received no external funding.
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-application programs that provide logic orchestration through execution of tool automation scenarios
  - Material Control
- application programs that provide logic orchestration through execution of AMHS scenarios
  - Cell Scheduling - application programs that determine the processing sequence and timing for tools in cell controllers
  - Tool Allocation - application programs that allocate tool capacity in cell controllers
  - Alarm Management - application programs that provide actions to mitigate abnormal situations in cell controllers
  - Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) - application programs that provide visibility to the manufacturing effectiveness in cell controllers
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Figure 8:

Management function provides DoE templates and transforms templates into processing data for specifications ledgers. The Auto Split function automates inline lot split operations to replace existing engineers’ operations. The R&D Runcard Management function process/route/recipe data from their creation to archive.
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